Life and Death Struggle. Cops pin alleged shoplifter to ground at 38th Ave. and Union St., Flushing, after Patrolman John Butcher (right) shot him when he turned on Butcher with a knife during chase. The suspect, identified as Michael Glass, alias Mike Turner, later died at Flushing Hospital.
DEATH

"A RUMOR IN OUR COMMUNITIES"

By Charles Kenyatta

A Judicial Conspiracy is in effect within our communities. This Judicial Master Plan has been in existence too long. Death lurks at every corner; in alleys; and deserted areas in the name of Law and Order. Death passes thru the street in slow moving vehicles.

'THE WORD'

Inside our communities there can be heard rumors of death. Public communications continues to keep the public uninformed. The Judicial Conspiracy has clogged communications. The Death List of the American Minorities continues to rise. The rumor of death grows rapidly inside our communities. The word is that the modern day lyncher has always worn the blue uniform.

The cries of our bereaved people go unheard in this society. We fail to understand that every government has an army; that army polices the people. Your local neighborhood police are the army of the American Government at home. Policing your area is a sick selection of mad, perverted and mentally corrupted individuals. This army in our communities can only destroy the true revolutionaries who are reformists.

'MISTAKES'

These "mistakes" in our communities will plant heroin on our youth and leave a junkie alone to destroy himself. These "terrible mistakes" have not contributed toward the rehabilitation of drug addiction in our communities. These "human errors" have only stood by and watched the slow dying of our people and assisted.

Our alcoholics still occupy our streets with no sign of hope; there is no logical justice for our mentally worn brothers and sisters. These "errors" in our communities cannot offer life to one who begs for death, they destroy all spiritual and emotional possibilities for our people. They are not qualified to handle any emotional situation. Preserving life is not the rule. A sick woman would be treated with no respect. A thief can be murdered for his confused actions.
These "mistakes" inside our communities are paranoid because of the culture of minority people. Those who are dying mentally and those fighting to survive are the number one targets of destruction. These "selective errors" inside our communities are so unreal and unstable that their only reactions are to blow a child away, thereby denying life to exist in our communities. Fires and exploitations are not enough.

Society lets the problem of police brutality go unseen and unheard. The Judicial System finds all murders justifiable. It's apparent that the Judicial Conspiracy is escalated by the clogging of communications. This is the escalation of a cold war on minorities. The American Flag is glued over every police car. On uniforms you can find an American flag while the liberation colors are commercialized for us to die in.

'DANGER'

Our very lives are in danger. The white ruling class has denied minority people the right to achieve and survive naturally. In Harlem we are now a police state. The chances of being blown away by a sick paranoid, corrupted mentally disturbed individual is 50 to 50. Life has not been preserved mentally or morally. We have only been treated as animals for our JUSTIFIABLE REACTIONS. These "white mistakes" inside our communities are sick, paranoid, perverted and have a knowledge of what they are NOT DOING.

These "white mistakes" are afraid of our people. They cannot relate to minorities nor the truth that this society forces us in our present predicament. Castration has no pride, castration is complete. These "mistakes" can never understand our situation. This is why they are a "major error" within our communities. This is why death is a rumor in our communities...death of our young youth.

Brutality is a rumor in our communities and it's being done under the red, white and blue. When the news is on, white society does not want to display their toll killings in our communities for that day. Sudden assassinations of our young and middle-aged men may be an officer leaving from a nights duty. Thereby forcing apartheid into effect.

'MASS MEDIA'

Death is in our communities. We cannot depend on mass media for the news in our communities. We are closed out. It's justifiable as long as minorities are the victims under the red, white and blue. Death behind bars is complete justification. When you observe a prisoner walking with those "gun down, 'heavy weight artillery' mistakes", that's where its at. Anyone within the Judicial System can claim your life. The Judicial System is not capable of handling sane people even though our strong brothers and sisters manage to survive the pressure of this mistake.
What future does a so-called "delinquent" have ahead of him or her. The Judicial System extends life to the white communities while "death is a rumor in ours".

'CONSPIRACY'

The Judicial Conspiracy is this government's mistake. Fear was always the Nigger in our communities. This is why the Judicial System is bringing in bigger and better guns. These "mistakes" in our communities can destroy our lives in one second.

The time has come for every brother and sister who believes it's necessary to sacrifice oneself to do so for the people and not for some individual idea or concept. It's not strange that the Police Commissioner and other authorities used certain fascist tactics to carry out an oppressive plan. Friday, January 19th, 1973, three Muslim brothers (by their faith) made an attempt to carry out a revolutionary plot. Their action was individualism which was not in the name of Black people. The Police Commissioner and his 35,000 man army took this opportunity to demonstrate their modern artillery. This event turned into a Political Fiasco. Political Prostitutes showed up to exploit this event while nine (9) hostages slipped out and escaped.

The Police Commissioner had a hard time holding back these mad sick individuals who call themselves "New York's Finest". THIS ACTION HAD SPILLED OVER WHEN A POLICE OFFICER WAS KILLED AT MOSQUE #7 WHICH HAS NOT BEEN EXPLAINED AND NO ONE HAS BEEN ACCUSED.

Within 24 hours after this Political Fiasco 150 yards from that same area two Black men were shot to death. An excessive amount of force (revenge for the incident that occurred in Mosque #7) was used to explain how much tension existed within the Police Department. It is not strange that also on Friday, January 26th, ceremonies were held for those Police Officers slain in the past. Following these ceremonies the Police Commissioner issued the following orders: (1) More police would be placed in various high crime areas, (2) All neighborhood organizations should support this fascist climate as being justifiable.

Black headline hunters must be reminded that they are endorsing a fascist police community. They are calling for their sons and daughters to be shot down in cold blood in areas where the label of crime has not been defined.

And we as confused as ever, dig that white racist digging us coolly. One move; one eye flinch, will merit a bullet in the back. The saddest part of it all is that the Judicial System will take our lives if we protect ourselves. This makes the conspiracy complete. The birth of the "MAD MANIAC" by the "JET AGE MISTAKE" has moved silently amongst our people. We now must make a silent decision within ourselves, this decision will preserve our lives or destroy our life. Let's call it: "THE CHOICE".
At a Harlem precinct, patrolmen talk with a plainclothesman armed with a shotgun who'll be part of a support unit which will accompany cops on patrol.

"WE! HAVE THE LEGAL GUNS, THE NIGGERS DON'T"